
Tao Te Ching and Meditation

What is Tao Te Ching
Tao Te Ching talks of the essence of human consciousness and the nature of the mind, 
and it was written by Chinese sage Laozi (also rendered as Lao Tzu) more than 2000 years 
ago. The timeless content and the invaluable insight into human consciousness from this 
Chinese classic text influence people generation after generation, helping them get clarity 
and live a peaceful life. 

How to understand Tao Te Ching

To understand Tao Te Ching is not merely to intellectually understand the literal mean-
ing of the Chinese characters but to observe oneself deeply to make sense of what those 
characters are pointing to. Words are not the thing. Therefore one needs to go beyond the 
words to inquire into oneself. Doing so brings the instant and total understanding of both 
Tao Te Ching and oneself, which is the “magic” of the classic text.

Wu Wei and Meditation

All life challenges come from the lack of understanding of oneself. 
The mind has done many things that only burden and trap the 
mind in reverse. Wu wei in Tao Te Ching means non-doing, no 
effort or struggle, which is the prerequisite for understanding one-
self. Wei implies direction. When the mind makes efforts, there 
is a direction, which blocks the mind from understanding itself, 
perpetuating all the issues.

Applying Wu Wei to life means living a life without efforts or striving, where moment by 
moment, the mind can observe itself in terms of what it says and does. This is also the 
process of inquiring into oneself, which leads to the actual understanding of Tao Te Ching.

All those embody true meditation, which does not lie in any religion.

The reason to emphasise “true” is because the word “meditation” has been contaminated 
and reduced to some tricks, methods or practices to bring the temporary alleviation of the 
symptoms without actually solving the issues, which can only be done via understanding 
oneself. This wrong but popular definition of meditation points to Wei in Tao Te Ching, 
which is in total opposition to Wu Wei. 



Tao Te Ching and Meditation

About the series of talks and lectures

In this series of talks and lectures titled “Tao Te Ching and Meditation”, the speaker, Cico, 
guides the attendees to give full attention by examining the mind and making sense of Tao 
Te Ching. 

Clarity only comes from a proper way of thinking, which is total, 
factual and objective; with that thinking comes the understanding 
of Tao Te Ching.

About the speaker Cico

Cico Zhang is a philosopher of human minds and generalist in 
multiple disciplines: mathematics, AI, biology, cognition, English 
& Chinese language, western and eastern realities, human con-
sciousness, and meditation. 

Standing beyond the eastern and western realities, he sees clearly that all human issues 
are due to a mind that lacks clarity. The mind is trapped in obsessive thinking and cannot 
see things as they are. 

In this age of the internet, human consciousness becomes more chaotic and fragmented; 
therefore, the demand for clarity and inner peace mounts. What Tao Te Ching reveals is 
even more relevant than ever.

Cico is doing what he loves – sharing the timeless insight into the human consciousness 
with more people, facilitating them getting clarity and understanding themselves deeply 
for a peaceful and joyful life.

Contact

To express the interest in co-hosting the series of talks and lectures or for more details, 
please contact Joyce Liu. 
Email: joyce@mindiverse.foundation 
Website: https://mindiverse.foundation


